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Energy Efficient Data Access in Mobile P2P
Networks

Kwangjin Park and Patrick Valduriez

Abstract—A fundamental problem for peer-to-peer (P2P) applications in mobile-pervasive computing environment is to
efficiently identify the node that stores particular data items and download them while preserving battery power. In this paper,
we propose a P2P Minimum Boundary Rectangle (PMBR, for short) which is a new spatial index specifically designed for
mobile P2P environments. A node that contains desirable data item(s) can be easily identified by reading the PMBR index.
Then, we propose a selective tuning algorithm, called Distributed exponential Sequence Scheme (DSS, for short), that provides
clients with the ability of selective tuning of data items, thus preserving the scarce power resource. The proposed algorithm is
simple but efficient in supporting linear transmission of spatial data and processing of location-aware queries. The results from
theoretical analysis and experiments show that the proposed algorithm with the PMBR index is scalable and energy efficient
in both range queries and nearest neighbor queries.

Index Terms—Moving objects, mobile computing, wireless data broadcasting, peer-to-peer.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the increasing popularity of portable wireless
computers, mechanisms which allow information to
be efficiently shared through mobile peer-to-peer
(P2P) networks are of significant interest [1]. A mo-
bile P2P environment is a set of moving nodes that
communicate via short range wireless technologies
such as IEEE 802.11, Bluetooth, or Wi-Fi [2], [3].
In particular, mobile nodes can be equipped with
wireless P2P capabilities and this enables nodes to
become parts of self-organizing and self-controlling
with low-cost and easily deployed communication
equipment [3], [4], [5], [6]. However, when the mobile
environment consists of light-weight devices, such
as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and intelligent
phones, the loss of network connectivity and scarce
resources, e.g. low battery power, slow processors
and limited memory, become primary issues of con-
cern in order to efficiently support portable wireless
devices [7].

Advances in wireless networks and positioning
systems have led to the development of a new gen-
eration of mobile services which are called location-
aware services. Location-aware services produce an-
swers to queries, which depend not only on the data
values, but also on the location where the query
was issued [8], [9], [10]. With these mechanisms,
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a mobile node receives desirable information from
its neighbors. The important classes of problems in
location-aware services are range and nearest-neighbor
search. Range search retrieves object(s) located inside
of a query range, whereas nearest neighbor search
retrieves the object that is the closest to a query point
q. Examples of location-aware services in mobile P2P
environments are: (i) a student in the university
wants to share restaurant information with neigh-
boring students, such as “the names and addresses
of the French restaurants near the university” and
(ii) a tourist wants to share the location of interest
(i.e. souvenir shops, hotels or scenic spots) in the
place being visited, such as “the names and ad-
dresses of the hotels near the train station”. Then, the
mobile client exchanges any desirable information
from other nodes (clients) via short range wireless
channels.

The client who issues the query can obtain desired
data items with two different approaches, periodic
broadcast and on-demand. In the on-demand approach,
the client individually sends a request message to the
server and obtains query results via a point-to-point
channel. For example, when a tourist issues a query,
such as “give me the names and addresses of the
near hotels”, a client individually sends a request
message to the neighboring client and obtains a
desirable result by establishing connection between
the client and server (neighboring client). Then, the
server processes query that the client submit on de-
mand. In the periodic broadcast approach, the client
listens to the broadcast channel and obtains query
results via a broadcast channel. For example, a tourist
wants to obtain the location of interest (e.g., near
hotels) in the place being visited, such as “the names
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and addresses of the near hotels”. Then, the mobile
client receives any desirable information from other
clients via short range wireless broadcast channels.
Compared to on-demand, periodic broadcast has the
advantage of scaling up to serve an arbitrary number
of clients without incurring additional cost at the
server site. Moreover, the client does not need to send
the details of its physical location to the server [11]. In
wireless mobile environments, broadcasting the most
frequently accessed data items saves bandwidth, as
it cuts down the number of separate but identical
responses to requests. A wireless data broadcast can
be viewed as “storage on the air” and saves power on
the client side by avoiding power consuming uplink
transmissions [7], [12], [13]. To conserve scarce power
in mobile clients, the broadcasting of data together
with an index is effective [11], [12], [13]. Indexing (i.e.
a directory of the file) can be used to guide the client
in the listening process. The client is able to identify
the contents of data items delivered from other nodes
and to predict the arrival time of desired data by
first accessing the broadcast index. Using an index
gives the client the following advantages: (i) Avoid
useless efforts since the client only sends requesting
messages to the node with the desired data items by
accessing air indexing1. Avoiding useless efforts helps
to decrease communication costs among the nodes.
(ii) Reduce the amount of time spent listening on
the broadcast channel. The basic idea is to organize
broadcast data such that the CPU can operate in low
power sleep mode most of the time and can wake up
to listen to the channel only when data of interest is
broadcast.

Over the past few years, some studies have
been introduced for broadcast-based mobile P2P ap-
proaches. However, most of these works only ad-
dress the dissemination of reports about resources
via wireless broadcast without taking into account
the limited resources of the mobile client. More-
over, none of them considered location-based data
dissemination and indexing for mobile P2P spatial
queries in periodic broadcast systems. In this paper,
we address the issues of supporting spatial queries
of location-aware services via wireless data broadcast
in mobile P2P networks. The main objectives of our
work can be summarized as follows: (i) Present a
new research direction of organizing spatial infor-
mation and supporting spatial queries for resource-
constrained mobile P2P networks. (ii) Introduce a
new index method for broadcast-based mobile P2P
environments. (iii) Develop a new index search algo-
rithms.

We extend the previous work in the following
aspects:

• We propose an efficient access index structure,

1. Clients who have no prior knowledge of the contents of the
broadcast data will access the directory from air [13].

called PMBR, for P2P spatial queries in wireless
data broadcast. We describe how to construct a
PMBR and how to deliver this index structure
in mobile P2P environments.

• We develop a range and nearest-neighbor search
algorithm based on the PMBR index to support
P2P spatial queries.

• We extend ESS [23], [24] to efficiently support
P2P spatial queries in wireless data broadcast
systems. ESS only fits traditional client-server
broadcast environments since the server broad-
casts all data items of the whole universe.

We assume the existence of a set of static objects,
such as hotels, gas stations and hospitals. Then,
users share their information via short range wireless
channels. Our goal is to conserve mobile clients’
battery power and to minimize communication costs,
i.e. number of messages among the mobile nodes in
mobile P2P environments. To summarize, we make
the following contributions:

• We propose PMBR, which is a rectilinear shape
that completely contains the bounded object(s)
of each node. PMBR provides the client with
the ability to selectively contact or tune to other
nodes, helping to reduce communication over-
head among the nodes and to obtain fast an-
swers. PMBR also facilitates energy conservation
at the client by avoiding (or reducing) power
consuming uplink transmissions.

• We propose a new selective tuning algorithm,
called the Distributed exponential Sequence
Scheme (DSS), which is designed for P2P spa-
tial queries in a wireless data broadcast. The
proposed algorithm provides clients with the
ability to selectively tune for data items, pre-
serving scarce power. Moreover, it is able to deal
with the continuous movement of large numbers
of mobile users and real-time requirements of
spatio-temporal queries.

• We develop a cost model and conduct simula-
tion experiments to validate the performance of
our algorithm. The experimental results show
that PMBR helps reduce the communication
overhead among the nodes and that PMBR with
DSS helps decrease battery power consumption.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 discusses
spatial information transmission methods and Sec-
tion 4 introduces our mobile P2P network environ-
ment. Section 5 describes the spatial index2 and data
dissemination and Section 6 describes our selective
tuning algorithm. Section 7 gives the performance
evaluation. Finally, Section 8 concludes.

2. A spatial index is a special access method used to retrieve
spatial data from within the data-store.
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2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss: (i) P2P spatial data ac-
cess in distributed spatial databases, (ii) indexing
techniques for wireless data broadcast in mobile
computing environments, and (iii) spatial queries on
sequential-access broadcast channels.

2.1 P2P Spatial Data Access

Location-aware services in a P2P network have the
advantage that peer nodes only maintain local infor-
mation and there is no single point of failure. In [14],
[15], the authors propose a technique to preserve spa-
tial locality information while keeping some of the
load balancing properties of distributed hash tables
(DHTs) based systems. The proposed techniques use
a hash function to preserve both spatial locality of
data objects and constrained load balance in P2P sys-
tems. In [16], the authors propose an opportunistic
approach, where a node propagates spatio-temporal
resource information and obtains new reports in
exchange. A moving node constantly receives avail-
ability reports from the peers it encounters. Since the
number of reports saved and communicated by a
peer may continuously increase, the authors employ
a relevance function that prioritizes the availability
reports in order to limit the volume of data exchange.
In [17], authors propose the P2PR-tree (P2P R-tree),
which is a spatial index specifically designed for
P2P systems. The proposed scheme combines static
space decomposition at the top index levels with dy-
namic space grouping at the lower levels of indexing
to cope with highly skewed data distribution over
peers. In [18], authors propose a sharing-based near-
est neighbor query model, called MAPLE. MAPLE is
designed for sharing of query results that are cached
in the local storage of mobile clients. In [19], au-
thors investigate the problem of efficient execution of
spatial queries in sensor networks. Authors propose
a peer-to-peer indexing structure, called peer-tree.
Then, they present a peer-to-peer query processing
model over peer-tree. The proposed model provides
minimal energy consumption and response time with
a distributed index structure. In [20], authors study
multi-dimensional range queries in sensor networks.
Authors introduce a new storage load balancing
algorithm to achieve better balancing and reducing
latency and the number of required operations. In
[21], the authors propose EZCab, a real-life ubiqui-
tous computing application for booking cabs in cities.
EZCab discovers free cabs using a P2P short range
wireless channel.

Even though the importance of spatial data ac-
cess in mobile computing environments has been
established for traditional queries, such as range
and nearest neighbor queries, there is limited work
on energy efficient query processing in mobile P2P

environments. Most of the previous studies for P2P
spatial data access only discussed in on-demand
approach. An on-demand approach may increase
message cost between a client node and a service
provider node. This may increase a mobile client’s
energy consumption and search time. To efficiently
support P2P spatial queries, contact to unqualified
service provider should be avoided since useless con-
tact may increase communication costs. Therefore, to
facilitate energy conservation, a spatial index can be
used to support selective tuning (or contacting) for
spatial queries in mobile P2P networks.

2.2 Indexing Techniques

In traditional client-server broadcast environments,
reducing both tuning time3 and access time4 is the most
important issues in terms of power conservation and
correct (or prompt) answer. The (1, m) index [13] is
a well known air index techniques. In this method,
the index is broadcast m times during a single broad-
cast cycle. The broadcast index is broadcast every
fraction 1

m of the broadcast cycle. Selective tuning is
accomplished by multiplexing an index with the data
items in the broadcast. In general, the fastest access
time in a broadcast cycle is obtained when there is
no index, since the size of the entire broadcast cycle
is minimized but this increases the tuning time. In
this case, the average latency time is N

2 +d, where N
denotes the number of data objects and d denotes
the download time for data objects. On the other
hand, increasing the number of index segments in a
single broadcast cycle reduces the average probe wait5

time, but increases the access time because of the
additional index information. In this case, the probe
wait time for the next index is equal to 1

2 × (i + N
m )

and the wait time for desired data object is equal to
1
2 ×(N+i×m), where i denotes the size of the index.
Since the access time is the sum of the probe wait
time for the index and the wait time for the desired
data object, the average access time for the (1, m)
index is equal to 1

2 × ((m+1)× i+ 1
m +1×N)+d (see

[12] for the details). The (1, m) index has a major
drawback: the probe wait time may increase the
average access time. Thus, data broadcast should be
considered for sequential-access broadcast ordering
in order to support the linear streaming property of
wireless data broadcast channels.

3. Tuning time represents the amount of time spent by a client
listening to the channel.

4. Access time represents the period of time elapsed from the
moment a user issues a query to the client to the moment when
the required data item is received by the client.

5. The average duration for getting to the next index segment
is called the probe wait [12].
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2.3 Spatial Queries on Sequential-access Broad-
cast Channels
Existing index structure and search algorithms are
designed for traditional spatial databases and do
not consider the time-series characteristics of the
air index [10], [11], [24], [30]. Therefore, they can-
not be easily deployed in wireless data broadcast
systems. For example, most of the existing studies
on spatial search are based on indexes that store
the locations of the indexed objects, e.g. the well-
known R-tree6 and its variants such as R+-tree or
R∗-tree. However, R-tree-based methods are better
supported by random access storage, such as Ran-
dom Access Memory (RAM) and disk, but not by
wireless data channels. A search algorithm based on
the R-tree typically expands the search space around
the query point using a branch-and-bound approach.
This usually requires backtracking before the target
leaf node is found. Information is broadcast based
on a pre-defined sequence and it is only available at
the moment when it is broadcast. Backtracking tree
search causes a serious problem for sequential access
media (e.g. wireless data broadcast channel) [10].
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Fig. 1. R-tree Index for the Running Example. (a)
Minimal bounding rectangles and query region q. (b)
R-tree index.

Let us consider Figure 1 as an example. Suppose
that the client wants to identify the objects inside q
(see Figure 1(a)). As shown in the figure, there are 12
objects and objects that are close in space (e.g. O1, O2,
O3) are clustered as a minimal bounding rectangle
(MBR). Let us assume that the index segments are
broadcast in hierarchical order, i.e. <R1, R2 R3, R4,
R5, R6, O1, O2, O12> (see Figure 1(b)). Now, the R-
tree answers a window query q as follows: (i) The
root (R2) is first retrieved, (ii) R5 and the entries

6. The R-tree is a classical spatial index structure. The basic
idea is to approximate a spatial object with a minimal bounding
rectangle (MBR) and to index the MBRs recursively [1], [22].

inside R5 (i.e. O7, O8, O9) are checked with q since
int (q, R5), (iii) it goes back and checks R6 since
int (q, R6), while R6 has already been broadcast in
the current cycle. Now, the node must wait for the
next broadcast cycle and this significantly extends
the access latency. Therefore, a promising direction
for spatial indexing with a wireless data broadcast
system is to extend the general framework in order
to support the linear streaming property7 of wireless
data broadcasts.

In a previous paper [23], [24], [25], we proposed
a novel broadcast-based spatial data dissemination
and selective tuning algorithm that provide the
clients with the ability to perform selective tuning
and assist in reducing the client’s tuning time. The
basic idea is to use exponential pointers from each
data item. With the exponential pointer, each data ob-
ject contains pointers that contain the IDs, locations,
and arrival times of the data items that will subse-
quently be broadcast. Each client utilizes an exponen-
tial pointer from each data item for the purpose of
reducing energy consumption. In [26], we proposed
a algorithm to support dynamic, continuous nearest
neighbor queries in wireless broadcast environments.
To enable clients to find the exact answer for moving
queries, we defined the GR, which divides a query
line segment into disjoint lines where the nearest
neighbor of any point inside a GR is the same.
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Fig. 2. ESS for a Range Query. (a) Data objects and
query region q. (b) Next Pointer.

Let us suppose that the client wants to find the
objects inside q (see Figure 2(a)). Let the broadcasting
sequence be in horizontal order, i.e. from the leftmost
data object to the rightmost data object. The client
begins to tune into the broadcast channel from the
leftmost one (i.e. O1). As shown in Figure 2(b), O1

has the following information for NP: O2, O4 and O8.
After the client receives O1, it switches to power save
mode until O4 appears on the broadcast channel,
since (x-coordinate of O4) < (x-coordinate of q). The
client wakes up when O4 appears on the broadcast
channel and obtains NP of O5, O7 and O11 from

7. The server disseminates data items via one-dimensional wire-
less broadcast channel and the client sequentially accesses them.
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O4. Then, the client switches to power save mode
again until O7 appears, since (x-coordinate of O7)
< (x-coordinate of q). The client repeatedly switches
between power-save and wake up modes until the
desired data object is retrieved. Notice that if the
client wakes up before On arrives, it can be guaran-
teed that it does not miss any objects inside the query
range q, where (x-coordinate of On) ≥ (x-coordinate
of q). In [11], the authors present a supporting Near-
est Neighbor (NN) search in wireless data broadcast
services. Then, they address the search algorithms
for NN in wireless data broadcast, which requires
revision in order to fit the linear streaming property.
Two air indexing techniques are proposed, namely R-
tree air index and Hilbert-Curve-based air index, for
processing the NN search on air. In [27], the authors
present techniques for scheduling a spatial index
tree for broadcast in a single and double channel
environment. The algorithms executed by the clients
aim at minimizing latency and tuning time.

ESS and tree-based spatial index techniques only
fit traditional client-server broadcast environments
since the server broadcasts all data items of the whole
universe. Moreover, most of the previous studies
for P2P spatial queries focus only on point-to-point
communication. Therefore, to efficiently support P2P
spatial queries, sharing and dissemination of data
items should be distributed.

3 SPATIAL INFORMATION TRANSMISSION
FOR MOBILE P2P ENVIRONMENTS

In this section, we discuss the different methods of
spatial information transmission, then we compare
how these methods consume battery power. In par-
ticular, we focus on energy consumption which is a
main issue in mobile P2P environments.

A mobile P2P environment is a set of moving
nodes equipped with short range wireless technolo-
gies. Each node is aware of its position through
a Global Positioning System (GPS) device. In the
mobile P2P environment, most mobile devices are
restricted in their power source and communicate on
limited bandwidth wireless channels. Hence, saving
power is critical [12].

In general, there are two different approaches
to obtain desired information in mobile P2P envi-
ronments, periodic broadcast and on-demand. Periodic
broadcast has the advantage of scaling up to serve
an arbitrary number of nodes without incurring ad-
ditional costs at the transmission site. Moreover, a
client does not need to individually submit a request
message to others in order to obtain the desired
information. However, the client must continuously
stay in active mode and tune into the broadcast
channel until it obtains desired information, although
it may not be the desirable information. Thus, the

client may waste a lot of energy. With on-demand, a
client must contact other nodes, although they may
not have the desired information since the client is
unable to determine whether a neighbor node has
the desired information or not before contacting it.
In order to support efficient query processing, it
is important to efficiently transmit information to
clients in mobile P2P environments.
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Fig. 3. Data Access. (a) on-demand. (b) periodic data.
(c) periodic index. (d) periodic index with selective
data.

We now discuss the four main methods based
on periodic broadcast and on-demand approaches.
(i) Point-to-point: the client obtains a desirable result
by point-to-point communication (Figure 3(a)), (ii)
Periodic data: the client obtains a desirable result by
tuning to the periodic data broadcast (Figure 3(b)),
(iii) Periodic index: the client obtains a desirable result
by selective contacting of the nodes (i.e. using index)
and sends a request message only to the node(s) who
has the desired information (Figure 3(c)), and (iv)
Periodic index with selective data: the client obtains a
desirable result by selective contacting of the nodes
and receives the requested data items with a selec-
tive tuning algorithm, such as ESS or R-tree spatial
indexing (Figure 3(d)).

Now, let us compare the average energy
consumption of the four different methods discussed
above with the following notations. Let εReq and
εAck be the energy consumption for sending a query
message and receiving an acknowledge message
from node i, respectively. Let εdata, εdata sel, and
εindex be the energy consumption for receiving data
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items during a whole broadcast cycle, the energy
consumption for receiving data items with selective
tuning, and the energy consumption for receiving
index messages from node i, respectively. Let εd
and n be the energy consumption for the sum
of downloading all required data item(s) and the
number of node contacts until the client finds the
final result, respectively.

(i) Point-to-point: We first consider the average energy
consumption (AEC, for short) of Point-to-point. In
this method, the client submits request massages and
receives acknowledge messages from n nodes (e.g.
from N1 to N5 in Figure 3(a)). Then, the client obtains
the final result from the nth node (e.g. N5 in Figure
3(a)). Thus, AEC of Point-to-point is:

n× (εReq + εAck) + εd (1)

In Point-to-point, the value of n affects the
energy consumption significantly since the client
must repeatedly send a query and receive an
acknowledgement message. Furthermore, the
uplink transmission (to submit a request massage)
consumes much more battery power than the
downlink transmission. Therefore, it causes a
dramatic increase in energy consumption as the
number of contact nodes increases.

(ii) Periodic data: Let us consider the AEC of Periodic
data. In this method, the client tunes the broadcast
data items from the n nodes (e.g. from N1 to N5 in
Figure 3(b)). Then, the client obtains the final result
from the nth node (e.g. N5 in Figure 3(b)). Thus, the
AEC of Periodic data is:

n× εdata + εd (2)

In Periodic data, the size and the number of data
items affect the energy consumption significantly
since the client must stay in active mode until it
receives the desired data. This causes a high level of
energy consumption and latency as the number of
contact nodes increase.

(iii) Periodic index: Let us consider the AEC of Periodic
index. In this method, the client tunes indexes from
the n nodes (e.g. from N1 to N5 in Figure 3(c)). Then,
the client submits a request message and obtains the
final result from the nth node (e.g. N5 in Figure 3(c)).
Thus, the AEC of Periodic data is:

n× εindex + εReq + εd (3)

In the Periodic index, the size and the number of data
items do not heavily affect the energy consumption
since the client sends a request message only to the
node with the desired information.

(iv) Periodic index with selective data: Let us consider
the AEC of the Periodic index with selective data. In this
method, the client tunes indexes from the n nodes
(From N1 to N5 in Figure 3(d)). Then, the client
selectively tunes and obtains the final result from
the nth node (N5 in Figure 3(d)). Thus, the AEC of
Periodic data with selective data is:

n× εindex + εdata sel + εd (4)

In Periodic index with selective data, since the client can
also selectively tune the data items without sending a
request message to other nodes, it is efficient in terms
of power and resource consumption, especially when
many users request the same data at the same time.

In summary, the energy consumption of Point-
to-point and Periodic data may significantly increase
as the size and the number of data items or the
value of n increase. On the other hand, Periodic index
and Periodic index with selective data do not heavily
depend on the size, the number of data items, and
the value of n. These results lead us to the conclusion
that Periodic index and Periodic index with selective
data are suitable for resource-constrained mobile P2P
networks.

4 MOBILE P2P NETWORK ENVIRONMENT

In this paper, we consider a mobile P2P network
with a geometric location model, where locations
are represented in terms of 2D coordinates. Each
mobile node has a limited transmission range that
is capable of communicating with the neighboring
clients within a maximum of a few hundred meters.
One example is an 802.11 hotspot or a PDA with
Bluetooth support [28]. In this paper, we do not
assume any infrastructure, such as a server, central-
ized databases, or a base station. There is neither
a centralized directory nor any precise control over
the network topology or file placement. Instead, we
focus on providing location-based information ser-
vices in a decentralized manner that enables more
powerful accesses to data in P2P networks. To find
a file, a client queries its neighbors. The query is
propagated to all neighbors within a certain radius.
Two mobile clients can communicate with each other
directly, if they are in the transmission range of
one another. The client moves from one location to
another and communicates with other clients in high
density places, such as a train station, university, or
central park. Each node is allowed to tune a single
broadcast channel at a time and to maintain storage
to share spatial information. We assume that the
size for the data items is the same and the client
broadcasts data items in horizontal order based on
their locations. The client’s mobility pattern follows
the Random Waypoint Mobility Model [31], which is
widely used.
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After a mobile client receives a query from its
user, it tunes into the wireless data broadcast channel
and receives data in accordance with the specified
query conditions. The client can collect cached spatial
data from other nodes to harvest existing results to
complete its own spatial query. In this paper, we
assume two different types of clients based on the
source of electric power as follows:

• Adequate Resource Device (ARD): the client
does not consider battery power consumption
limitations, since it can be supported by electric
power supply. Examples include an information
center, hotel, restaurant or a mobile user with
a vehicle. In this case, the client periodically
broadcasts information to the interested group
or potential customer. An example of this appli-
cation includes location-aware advertisements,
such as “send e-coupons to all potential users
that are within 2km of our hotel”. The service
provider acts as a server and periodically broad-
casts data items with PMBR index (a spatial
index represented by a bounding box which is
a rectilinear shape that completely contains the
bounded object(s)), via a wireless data broadcast
channel.

• Limited Resource Device (LRD): the client has
limited battery power so it is necessary to min-
imize battery power consumption. In this case,
the client periodically broadcasts PMBR or tunes
only.

The client who issues a query obtains desired data
items from two different methods:

• Periodic index: A mobile client submits a request,
which consists of a query (what it wants) and
the query’s issuing location (where it is located)
based on the value of PMBR from the LRD client,
to the client. Then, the LRD client returns the
result to the client.

• Periodic index with selective data: A mobile client
obtains desirable information from the broadcast
channel without revealing him or her to other
clients.

In summary, each node acts as a server or a client
while moving or staying in mobile P2P environ-
ments. Moreover, a node chooses their roles such as
Adequate Resource Device (ARD) and Limited Re-
source Device (LRD) based on the source of electric
power in a local area.

The above assumptions combine the advantages
of existing information transmission methods to pro-
vide energy efficient query processing in mobile P2P
environments.

5 P2P MINIMUM BOUNDARY RECTANGLE
(PMBR) INDEX AND DATA DISSEMINATION
In this section, we propose a new spatial indexing
method, called PMBR, specifically designed for wire-
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Fig. 4. PMBR Index

less data broadcasting in mobile P2P environments.
Then, we introduce the broadcast sequence ordering
and query processing with a PMBR index algorithm.

The client defines the P2P minimal boundary rect-
angle, called PMBR, which is a rectilinear shape that
completely contains the bounded object(s) of each
node. The base index structure for the proposed
PMBR index is similar to the R-tree. The PMBR index
tree is constructed based on a Minimal Bounding
Rectangle (MBR). The PMBR consists of four points,
such as P1, P2, P3, and P4, and the locations of
objects, such as O1, O2, O3, O4, O5, and O6 inside
the PMBR1 in Figure 4.

Parameters:
S: data objects located inside of PMBR
Ol: a data object that is located at the leftmost extremity in the PMBR
Oc: a data object that is currently located at the leftmost extremity in
the PMBR
Oc+1: a data object that is currently located at the leftmost extremity in
the PMBR with the exception of Oc

xc, xc+1: x-coordinate of Oc and
x-coordinate of Oc+1 ,respectively
x-dist, y-dist: the counter //initial value=0
Input: IDs and locations of S;
Output: selection result for broadcast sequence;
Procedure:
1: sort objects of S by ascending order according to the x-dimension ordering
2: while (S ̸= ∅)
3: for each object O ∈ S
4: find Ol ∈ S; Oc = Ol; exclude Ol from S // if more than two objects
have the same x-axis value, select upper object first
5: for each object O ∈ S
6: find Ol ∈ S; Oc + 1 = Ol; exclude Ol from S // if more than
two objects have the same x-axis value, select upper object first
7: if (value of |xc − xc+1|) > (value of |yc − yc+1|)
8: then increase x-dist
9: else increase y-dist
10:end while
11:if x-dist > y-dist
12: then select HB for the broadcast data object // if more than two objects
have the same x-axis value, broadcast upper object first
13:else select VB for the broadcast data object // if more than two objects
have the same y-axis value, broadcast leftmost object first

Fig. 5. Data Dissemination Algorithm: broadcasting
order

Let us consider Figure 4 as an example. The ARD
client which contains information for PMBR1 broad-
casts the following information: (i) PMBR: P1 (x:1,
y:8), P2 (x:5.3, y:8), P3 (x:1, y:1), P4 (x:5.3, y:1), (ii)
Broadcast order: vertical (i.e. from top to bottom), (iii)
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Parameters:
PMBRARD : PMBR from ARD client
PMBRr : final result (or set) of q //initially PMBRr=∅
PMBRp: partial result (or set) of q //initially PMBRp=∅
Input: PMBRs and objects inside of each PMBR;
Output: PMBRr ;
Procedure:
1: while (obtain PMBRr)
2: tune and check PMBR
3: if PMBR ⊇ q
4: if PMBRARD then
5: selective tune until obtain PMBRr

6: else request PMBRr to LRD client
7: else if PMBR ⊂ q
8: if PMBRARD then
9: selective tuning until obtain PMBRp

10: PMBRr=PMBRr∪PMBRp

11: else request PMBRp to LRD client
12: PMBRr=PMBRr∪PMBRp

13: else tune another broadcast channel
14:end while
15:return PMBRr

Fig. 6. Query Processing with PMBR Index Algorithm

Data IDs and locations: O1 (x:1.2, y:7.9), O6 (x:5.2,
y:7.8), O4 (x:3.4, y:5.2), O3 (x:2.5, y:3.6), O5 (x:3.2,
y:2.1), O2 (x:1.2, y:1.2).

The LRD client only broadcasts PMBR, whereas
the ARD client broadcasts the following information:
(i) PMBR, (ii) broadcast ordering: horizontal or ver-
tical, and (iii) IDs and 2D coordinates of the data
objects via wireless data broadcast channel. A simple
sequential broadcast can be generated by linearizing
the 2D coordinates in two different ways. Linearizing
can be completed by horizontal broadcasting (HB)
or vertical broadcasting (VB). In HB, the ARD client
broadcasts the LDD (location dependent data) in
horizontal order, that is, from the leftmost coordinate
to the rightmost coordinate. In VB, the ARD client
broadcasts the LDD in vertical order, that is, from
the top coordinate to the bottom coordinate. Figure
5 shows the pseudo-code for the ARD client to decide
whether to broadcast the data using HB or VB. Then,
Figure 6 shows the pseudo-code for query processing
with PMBR. The client who issues a query selectively
tunes a broadcast channel of node i and merges
the partial results in order to obtain the final result.
As described, the client does not need to tune the
broadcast channel of node i if it does not have the
desired data items since it already checks the PMBR
via wireless data broadcast channel(s). Therefore,
avoiding useless efforts helps to decrease message
cost caused by the neighboring peers and to reduce
the amount of time spent listening on the broadcast
channel.

6 SELECTIVE TUNING ALGORITHM

In this section, we propose a selective tuning algo-
rithm for range and NN queries in mobile P2P envi-
ronments. In this algorithm, the ARD client divides
PMBR based on the number (or distribution) of data
objects for the purpose of selective tuning. Then, the

client who tunes the ARD client’s broadcast channel
is able to predict the approximate arrival time of the
desired data objects. To facilitate selective tuning via
wireless data broadcast channels, each data object
includes the following information:

• ID and sequence number of broadcasts;
• x-coordinates of the leftmost and rightmost lo-

cated object;
• Partition Cells (PCs) and the Number of objects

inside its Cell (Nc);
• Arrival time of a data item;
• Ofirst: the first broadcast data object.

6.1 Range Query Processing

A range query returns the objects inside of q [7].
An example of a range query is: “show me all gas
stations within 10 km of my location”. In this section,
we focus on energy efficient selective tuning for
range query processing.
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Let us consider the example in Figure 7. Assume
that ARD clients of C1 and C2 broadcast PMBR1 and
PMBR2 and objects inside each PMBR, respectively.
Let the PCs value of PMBR1 be 6 and that of PMBR2

be 1. The client who issues a query (C3) wants to
obtain objects from query range q (shaded area). The
client C3 tunes both PMBRs of C1 and C2 and does
the following steps:
STEP (1): tune into the broadcast channel of C1.
STEP (2): identify the distance between O1 and O15

based on PMBR1.
STEP (3): divide PMBR1 into 6 partitions according
to the value of PCs.
STEP (4): find a cell which contains (or intersects) q,
i.e. CID (cell ID) 3 and CID 4.
STEP (5): check the sum of the objects inside the cells
located left-side of CID 3, i.e. the sum of Nc before
CID 3=6.
STEP (6): switch to doze mode until O7 arrives.
STEP (7): wake up when O7 arrives and tune until
it obtains PMBRr<1>={O8, O11}, where PMBRr<1>

denotes result set of q from PMBR1.
STEP (8): disconnect the broadcast channel of C1.
STEP (9): tune into the broadcast channel of C2 and
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obtain PMBRr<2>={O9} (Notice that, in this case, it
does not need to divide and check the sum of objects
since the PCs value of PMBR2=1).
STEP (10): the final result of q={PMBRr<1> ∪
PMBRr<2>}= {O8, O9, O11}.

Figure 8 shows the pseudo-code for range query
processing based on the above 10 steps.

Parameters:
SMBR: set of currently tuned PMBR, where initially SMBR=∅
Cleft: a leftmost-cell which includes (or intersects) query region
Cright: a rightmost-cell which includes (or intersects) query region
Sleft: sum of objects which located the left-side of Cleft

Sth object: object that broadcasts just before the object inside of Cleft

Input: PMBRs and objects inside of each PMBR;
Output: PMBRr ;
Procedure:
1: read PMBR (STEP 1)
2: divide RMBR according to the value of PCs (STEP 3)
3: find Cleft and Cright

4: check Sleft and identify Sth object (STEP 5)
5: while (obtain PMBRr)
6: for each object Oi

7: if (x-coordinate of Oi) ≥ (x-coordinate of Cleft)
8: then switch to doze mode until Ofirst arrives
9: else
10: while(Sth+1 object arrives)
11: switch to doze mode (STEP 6)
12: end while
13: while ((x-coordinate of Oi) ≤ (x-coordinate of Cright))
14: if Oi is located inside of q
15: then PMBRr = PMBRr ∪ Oi (STEP 7)
16: end while
17:end while
18:return PMBRr

Fig. 8. Range Query Processing Algorithm

Let us introduce two definitions used for selective
tuning and contacting nodes for range queries.

Definition 1: (final decision for range query). Given a
search range q, if cell(s) C of PMBRi or cell(s) C of
SMBR contains q, the object(s) inside of the C is (are)
possible result object(s) of q.

Definition 2: (selective tuning for range query). Given
a search range q, although the client stays in sleep
mode and misses the following cell(s) C from PMBRi:
(x-coordinate of C) < (x-coordinate of Cleft), (x-
coordinate of C) > (x-coordinate of Cright), or (x-
coordinate of C) > (x-coordinate of cell which con-
tains q), (x-coordinate of C) < (x-coordinate of cell
which contains q), it can be guaranteed that it does
not miss any object(s) inside of q from PMBRi.

It is sufficient to recognize that the client can
stop tuning PMBRi from ARD clients and return the
PMBRr if cell(s) contains q, as described in Definition
1. If the client satisfies Definition 1, it does not need
to tune the other PMBR and can return the object
Oi as the final result. Definition 2 introduces cells
which do not need to be tuned during the range
query processing. Thus, even though the client does
not tune the objects inside of the cells, it can still be
guaranteed that it does not miss any object(s) inside
of q from PMBR.

6.2 Nearest Neighbor Query Processing
An important class of location-aware query is the
nearest-neighbor (NN) search, which retrieves the
object that is the closest to a query point [7], [29]. In
this section, we focus on an energy efficient selective
tuning algorithm for NN query processing. In order
to reduce the tuning time, the client should know
when it stops tuning PMBRi from ARD clients.

Let us introduce the following definition used for
the final decision for NN queries.

Definition 3: (final decision for NN query). Given a
search range q, if PMBRi or SMBR contains MBC,
the object inside of MBC is NN.
If it satisfies Definition 3, the client does not need
to tune another PMBR and returns NN as the final
result. Let MBC be the Minimal Boundary Circle that
contains a possible object for the nearest neighbor (NNp)
from PMBR.
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Let us consider the example in Figure 9. The
client desires to find the NN from the query point
q. Assume that ARD clients of C1, C2, C3 and
C4 broadcast PMBR1, PMBR2, PMBR3 and PMBR4

and objects inside of PMBRi, respectively. Assume
that the client tunes PMBRs in the following order:
<PMBR1, PMBR2, PMBR3, PMBR4>.
STEP (1): The client reads PMBR1 and the objects
inside PMBR1 from C1, and then draws a MBC of
PMBR1. Currently, NNp=O2.
STEP (2): The client checks the intersection of PMBR2

with the MBC of PMBR1. Since int (PMBR2, MBC of
PMBR1), the client reads objects inside PMBR2 from
C2. Currently, NNp=O4 and the client draws a MBC
of PMBR2.
STEP (3): The client checks the intersection of PMBR3

with the MBC of PMBR2. Since PMBR3 neither con-
tains nor intersects with the MBC, the client skips to
tune and check the objects from PMBR3. Currently,
NNp=O4.
STEP (4): The client checks the intersection of PMBR4

with the MBC of PMBR2. Since int (PMBR4, MBC of
PMBR2), the client reads PMBR4 and objects inside
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of PMBR4 from C4. Currently, NNp=O8 and SMBR of
PMBR1 and PMBR4 contains MBC. Since the current
condition satisfies Definition 3, O8 is the final result
of NN.

Figure 10 shows the pseudo-code for NN query
processing based on the above 4 steps.

Input: PMBRs and objects inside of each PMBR;
Output: NN;
Procedure:
1: read PMBR and objects inside of PMBR (STEP 1)
2: find NNp and draw MBC
3: while (identify NN)
4: for each PMBRi

5: read PMBRi

6: if int (PMBR, MBC) OR MBC contains PMBR (STEP 2)
7: then selective tune objects inside of PMBRi // see Figure 11 for
selective tuning algorithm
8: find NNp and draw MBC // if NNp does not changed, MBC will
not be changed (STEP 3)
9: if PMBRi contains MBC then NNp=NN
10: else if SMBR contains MBC then NNp=NN (STEP 4)
11: else SMBR ∪ PMBRi and NNp=NNp

12: else NNp=NNp // skip to tune the objects inside of PMBR
13:end while
14:return NN

Fig. 10. NN Query Processing Algorithm

We now describe the steps taken by the client to
process the “exact result” of a selective NN search:
Let us define the following notations: (i) Cq be a cell
which includes a query point, (ii) safety circle be the
minimum circle centered at q which contains Cq or
the nearest cell which contains at least one object
from the left-side of Cq (see Figure 12), (iii) Csafe

be the leftmost cell C, where int (safety circle, C), e.g.
CID3 in Figure 12, (iv) Ssafe be the sum of objects
which located the left-side of Csafe , and (v) Ssafe

th

object be the object that is broadcast just before the
object inside of Csafe.
STEP (1): divide PMBR according to the value of
PCs and identify Cq . Then, if Cq contains at least one
object, go to STEP 2 else go to STEP 3.
STEP (2): draw safety circle centered at q which
contains Cq and go to STEP 4.
STEP (3): draw safety circle centered at q which
contains at least one object from the left-side of Cq

and go to STEP 4.
STEP (4): if (x-coordinate of Oi)>(x-coordinate of
Csafe), then go to STEP 5, else go to STEP 6.
STEP (5): switch to doze mode until Ssafe

th+1 object
arrives from the next broadcast cycle. Go to STEP 7.
STEP (6): switch to doze mode until Ssafe

th+1 object
arrives from the current broadcast cycle.
STEP (7): compare the distance between the current
broadcast object (Oi) and q with NNp and q until
(dist ((x-coordinate of Oi),(x-coordinate of q)) ≥ dist
(NNp, q)) (see shaded fan shape in Figure 12). If dist
(Oi, q) < dist (NNp, q), then Oi=NNp.
STEP (8): return the final result of NNp as NN.

Figure 11 shows the pseudo-code for NN query
processing based on the above 8 steps.

Parameters:
Cnear : the nearest cell which includes at least one object from the left-side
of Cp

Input: PMBRs and objects inside of each PMBR;
Output: NN;
Procedure:
1: read PMBR
2: divide RMBR according to the value of PCs (STEP 1)
3: find Cq

4: check Nc // verify if any object is inside of Cq

5: if Cq contains at least one object then
6: draw safety circle centered at q which contains Cq (STEP 2)
7: else find Cnear

8: draw safety circle centered at q which contains Cnear (STEP 3)
9: find Csafe and check Ssafe

10:while(obtain NN)
11: for each object Oi

12: if(x-coordinate of Oi) ≥ (x-coordinate of Csafe) AND O ̸= Ofirst

13: then
14: switch to doze mode until Ssafe

th+1 object arrives // next
broadcast cycle (STEP 5)
15: else
16: switch to doze mode until Ssafe

th+1 object arrives // current
broadcast cycle (STEP 6)
17: while (dist ((x-coordinate of Oi), (x-coordinate of q))≤ dist (NNp, q))
18: if Oi is currently nearest distance from q then Oi = NNp (STEP 7)
19: end while
20: NNp=NN (STEP 8)
21: end while
22: return NN

Fig. 11. NN Query with Selective Tuning Algorithm
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The following lemma ensures the earliest decision
time that the client stops tuning and returns the
query result.

Lemma 1: Given a query point q, while the data
objects are broadcast in horizontal order, if Oi ̸=
Ofirst and dist ((x-coordinate of Oi),(x-coordinate of
q)) > dist (NNp, q), then Oi and the objects located in
right-side of Oi cannot be NN, where (x-coordinate
of Oi) > (x-coordinate of NNp) and (x-coordinate of
Oi) > (x-coordinate of q).

Proof: Since dist (NNp, q) < dist (Oi, q) and dist
(NNp, q) < dist (|(x-coordinate of Oi)-(x-coordinate
of q)|), if Oi is located in right-side of NNp and q,
then Oi and the objects that are located in right-side
of Oi, i.e. Oi+n, are farther from q than NNp, where
(x-coordinate of Oi+n) > (x-coordinate of Oi) and (n
> 1).

If the client satisfies the Lemma 1, it returns Oi as
the final result of the NN query while it selectively
tunes a broadcast channel from the ARD client. This
process is illustrated in Figure 12, where objects
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located in the shaded area are the objects that the
client tunes during NN query processing.

Definition 4 defines the cells which do not need to
tune during NN query processing.

Definition 4: (selective tuning for NN query). Let Ci

denotes a cell which contains object Oi, where (x-
coordinate of Oi) > (x-coordinate of NNp) and (x-
coordinate of Oi) > (x-coordinate of q) and dist ((x-
coordinate of Oi),(x-coordinate of q)) > dist (NNp,
q). Given a query point q, although the client stays
in sleep mode and misses the following cell Cj

from PMBRi: (x-coordinate of Cj) < (x-coordinate of
Csafe) or (x-coordinate of Cj) > (x-coordinate of Ci),
it can be guaranteed that it does not miss the NNp

from PMBRi.
Thus, even though the client does not tune the objects
inside the cells, it can still be guaranteed that it does
not miss the object that is the closest to a query point.

100 200 300 400 500

1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

exponential pointers

broadcast cycle

Fig. 13. Selective Tuning with DSS

6.3 Selective Tuning with DSS
As described in Section 2.3, the ESS algorithm pro-
vides clients with the ability to perform selective
tuning to assist in reducing the client’s tuning time.
With the exponential index structure, each data item
has its location and NP as mentioned in Section
2. In this section, we propose a DSS (Distributed
ESS) algorithm. In DSS, the query processing is the
same as ESS. However, the size of NP is smaller
then ESS since NP is distributed according to PCs

value. That is, NP only has the pointers of potential
object(s) that are located inside of each cell. We now
suppose that the ARD client periodically broadcasts
500 data items in HB order. Let the PCs value be
5 and data objects be uniformly distributed in 1D
space for simplicity. PMBR has five cells and each cell
contains 100 objects. Assume that the client processes
the NN query and the NN object is located at the
370th in cell 3 among 500 objects. Then, the client: (i)
stays in doze mode until the first data object of cell 3
(the 301th) arrives, (ii) wakes up and reads NP from
the 301th object, (iii) switches to doze mode until the
64th object arrives, (iv) wakes up and reads NP from
the 64th object, (v) switches to doze mode until the
70th objects arrives, and (vi) wakes up and obtains
the final result (see Figure 13 for an example). Let us

introduce Definition 5, used for selective tuning with
DSS for NN queries.

Definition 5: (selective tuning with DSS). Let Oleft

denotes the currently nearest object on the left-hand
side of the q according to NP. While the client selec-
tively tunes the broadcast channel, in order to avoid
missing any object(s) which can be the NN (or one
of members of the result set for range query), the
selective object Oi must satisfy the following condi-
tion: dist (x-coordinate of object Oi, x-coordinate of
q) ≥ dist (Oleft, q), where (x-coordinate of Oi) ≤ (x-
coordinate of q).

While the client selectively tunes the ARD client’s
broadcast channel with the DSS, in order to guar-
antee that it does not miss the target object(s), the
selective object Oi must satisfy Definition 5.

Figure 14 shows the pseudo-code for the selective
tuning algorithm with DSS.

Parameters:
NNQ: NN query processing
RangeQ: range query processing
Oleft: currently nearest object on the left-hand side of the q according to NP
Oleft′ : safety nearest object on the left-hand side of the q which satisfies
Definition 5
Input: data objects Oi;
Output: final result;
Procedure:
1: while (identify Oleft′ object)
2: for each object Oi

3: read NP
4: find Oleft

5: switch to doze mode until Oleft arrives
6: switch to wake up mode when Oleft arrives
7: end while
8: switch to doze mode until Oleft′ arrives
9: start to read (tune) objects from Oleft′
10: while (obtain the final result)
11: for each object Oi

12: if Oi is inside of q // for RangeQ
13: then result set=result set ∪ Oi

14: else if Oi=NNp AND satisfy the Lemma 1 (in order to identify NN)
// for NNQ
15: then Oi=NN
16: end while
17: return final result

Fig. 14. Selective Tuning with DSS Algorithm

The DSS algorithm provides a fully distributed
structure that allows query processing to start
quickly. However, performance may decrease be-
cause of the additional information necessary to as-
sign pointers. Let us compare the DSS algorithm with
the (1, m) index scheme. Let us assign 16 bytes for
each pointer, which also includes 2D coordinates. Let
us assign 32 bytes for the (1, m) index since it needs
more space to maintain spatial information (e.g. MBR
(Minimal Bounding Rectangles)) and pointers for
index nodes.

Indexes are interleaved m times among the broad-
cast data items. Figure 15 shows the access times
of DSS and (1, m) index as the size of data items
increases. The (1, m) index outperforms DSS when
the size of the data items is smaller than 64 bytes.
However, DSS outperforms the (1, m) index as the
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size of data items increases since the increasing data
size significantly affects the probe wait time. We
conclude that the index overhead caused by the
pointer is acceptable when the size of the data items
is not quite small. Please refer to [24], [30] for the
detailed selective tuning algorithm.

7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we verify the effectiveness and the
efficiency of the proposed PMBR index with the se-
lective tuning algorithm by comparing it with the on-
demand approach and with spatial index algorithms,
such as R-tree and the Hilbert curve-based air index.
We assume that the client’s mobility pattern follows
the Random Waypoint Mobility Model [31] which
is widely used. A mobile client begins by staying
in one location for a certain period of time t. We
now describe the ratio of energy consumption for
these states. The average energy consumption can
be measured by the amount of unit energy in a
given time. We assume two energy states, doze mode
and active mode. In processors, the doze mode has
extremely low power consumption. In the Hobbit
chip from AT&T, for example, the ratio of power
consumption in the active mode to the doze mode
is 5,000 [12]. Let ec be the energy coefficient which
means the active-to-doze ratio, EACTIV E

EDOZE
.

The average energy consumption can be measured
by the amount of unit energy in a given time. In order
to choose reasonable coefficients, we use various
reference values [12], [32]. The energy coefficients (êc)
can be estimated. In our experiment, parameter ec is
fixed with 48.61 as follows.

êc =
EACTIV E

EDOZE

=
(400 + 750 + 462) mW

(0.16 + 0 + 33) mW
= 48.61 (5)

Table 1 shows the energy consumption measurement
model of different states for our experiment [33].

7.1 Performance Analysis
We consider three different data access approaches.
On-demand Approach (OA, for short) uses a point-

TABLE 1
Energy Consumption Model

Technique µW .sec/byte7 µW .sec
point-to-point send 1.9 ×size + 454

broadcast send 1.9 ×size + 266
point-point recv 0.50 ×size + 356
broadcast recv 0.50 ×size + 56

to-point channel for the final result without selec-
tive contacting or tuning of nodes. PMBR with hy-
brid (PMBR HYD, for short) uses both a broadcast
channel for the selective contacting of nodes (using
PMBR) and a point-to-point channel for the final
result. PMBR with DSS (PMBR DSS, for short) uses
a broadcast channel for both the selective contacting
of nodes (using PMBR) and the selective tuning of
data items (using DSS). We assume that the channel
bandwidth of both the download and the upload (or
request) is the same.

Let us define the following notations: (i) Let εrecv
and εsend be the energy consumption for P2P receive
and P2P send, respectively, (ii) Let d, Req, Ack and s
be the packet size for: the sum of downloading all
required data items; request message; acknowledge
message; and selective tuning of NP pointers, respec-
tively, (iii) Let n be the number of contact nodes
until the client identifies the final result, and (iv) Let
r be the number of request nodes since the client
received n PMBR indexes, where r ≤ n (applicable
to PMBR HYD algorithm only).

Let εOA be the amount of time for energy con-
sumption while the client sends n request messages
and receives n acknowledge messages and d data
items, Then εOA is:

Req × n

bandwidth
× εsend +

Ack × n+ d

bandwidth
× εrecv (6)

Let εPMBR HYD be the amount of time for energy
consumption while the client sends r request mes-
sages and receives n PMBR indexes and d data items,
then εPMBR HYD is:

Req × r

bandwidth
× εsend +

PMBR× n+ d

bandwidth
× εrecv (7)

Let εPMBR DSS be the amount of time for energy
consumption while the client receives n PMBR in-
dexes, s pointers and d data items, then εPMBR DSS

is:
PMBR× n+ s+ d

bandwidth
× εrecv (8)

Now we compare the average access time of DSS
with (1, m) index which interleaves m spatial in-
dexes (e.g. R-tree or Hilbert Curve-based). As we
mentioned in Section 2, the access time for (1, m) is
1
2×((m+1)×i+ 1

m+1×N)+d. Since DSS eliminates the
probe wait time by sequential broadcasting of data
items, the access time for DSS is N−d

2 + d. Let us
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compare the tuning time for the DSS algorithm with
the (1, m) index. Let k′ be the index search cost for (1,
m). Then, the tuning time for (1, m) is 1+(k′×d)+d.
Let e be the exponent value, i′ be the size of NP and
N c be the number of objects in the cell. In DSS, the
minimum number of steps for querying is 1 and the
maximum number of steps is k−1, where k=|logeN

c|
. For example, if N c=1024 and e=2, then, in the best
case, the client obtains the desired data item within a
single step while, in the worst case, the client obtains
the desired data item within 9 steps. The frequency
of the worst case for N c is 1, while the frequency of
the best case for N c is k. Thus, the tuning time for
DSS is

k × 2k−1 ×
∑e−1

i=0 i

N c
× i′ =

k × e(e− 1)

4
× i′ (9)

Let AEC be the average energy consumption. Since
the average energy consumption is the amount time
of active and doze mode, AEC (1, m) be:

{1 + (k′ × d) + d} × εActive + {1
2
× ((m+ 1)

×i+
1

m
+ 1×N) + d− 1 + (k′ × d) + d} × εDoze (10)

and AEC DSS be:

{k × e(e− 1)

4
× i′} × εActive +

{N − d

2
+ d− k × e(e− 1)

4
× i′} × εDoze (11)

In summary, OA significantly increases the com-
munication overhead among the nodes and causes
extremely high energy consumption, especially when
the nodes are crowded in specific areas, such as
a university or train station. Moreover, the delay
time of a query increases as the number of query
request messages from neighbor nodes increases. The
proposed DSS algorithm significantly reduces energy
consumption compared with the (1,m) index scheme,
since it minimizes both the access time and the
tuning time. In other words, when we estimate the
energy consumption, we must consider not only the
active time, but also the idle time, even though the
energy consumption in the idle mode is lower than
that in the active mode.

7.2 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of our
algorithms with a Pentium 3.0 GHz CPU. We as-
sume that the broadcast channel has a bandwidth
of 2 Mbps. We use a UNIFORM dataset (hereafter
called D1) with 120,000 points, and a REAL dataset
(hereafter called D2) containing the 5922 data objects
of cities and villages of Greece, extracted from the
data set available at www.rtreeportal.org [34] (see
Figures 16(a) and 16(b)). We assign 16 bytes for
each pointer which also includes 2D coordinates. We

assign 32 bytes for the spatial index since it needs
more space to maintain spatial data and pointers in
the index. Indexes are interleaved m times among
the broadcast data items. The client broadcasts data
items in horizontal order based on their locations.
The default parameter setting in our synthetic data
set test is: number of objects = 10,000, Size of data
= 128 bytes, e = 2, moving distance = 100 (m).
The first set of experiments examines AT (access
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Fig. 17. Effect of Size of Data on NN Query in D2. (a)
Access time. (b) Energy consumption.

time) for NN queries as the size of data items in-
creases in D2. As shown in Figure 17(a), OA and
PMBR HYD outperform PMBR DSS since the client
of PMBR DSS must wait until the desired objects
arrive in the broadcast channel, while the client of
OA and PMBR HYD directly requests and obtains
the desired objects from the nodes. However, for
EC (energy consumption), as shown in Figure 17(b),
PMBR HYD and PMBR DSS clearly outperform OA
since the client of OA must repeatedly send the
request messages to each neighbor node whether that
node has the desired information or not. The clients
of PMBR HYD and PMBR DSS send a request mes-
sage (or selectively tune) only to the node that has the
desired objects according to the PMBR index. Figure
18(a) and 18(b) illustrate the AT and the EC for range
queries as the size of data items increases in D2.
Similarly, for AT , OA and PMBR HYD outperform
PMBR DSS, but for EC, PMBR HYD and PMBR DSS
outperform OA. Figure 18(b) shows that PMBR DSS
outperforms PMBR HYD when the size of the data
items is smaller than 128 bytes. Then, PMBR HYD
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(a) (b)

Fig. 16. Datasets for Performance Evaluation. (a) UNIFORM dataset. (b) REAL dataset.
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Fig. 18. Effect of Size of Data on Range Query in D2.
(a) Access time. (b) Energy consumption.

starts to gradually outperform PMBR DSS since the
average time for the selective tuning of PMBR DSS is
increased as the size of data items increases. Figure
19(a), 19(b), 20(a), and 20(b) illustrate the AT and the
EC for NN and range queries as the number of data
objects increases in D1, respectively. Similar results
are obtained for NN and range queries. From the
results, we can observe that the number of objects
almost does not affect the AT and the EC since the
clients contact (or tune) desired data items from the
near nodes based on their current locations.

Figure 21(a), 21(b), 22(a), and 22(b) illustrate the
AT and the EC for NN and range queries as the
client’s moving distance increase in D2, respectively.
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Fig. 19. Effect of Number of Objects on NN Query in
D1. (a) Access time. (b) Energy consumption.

As shown in the figures, the moving distance of the
client affects both the AT and the EC. The nearest
object (or objects in the range) may change while
the client continuously moves. The client continu-
ously contacts (or tunes) the near nodes in order to
obtain the correct answer. In case of the AT , OA
and PMBR HYD outperform PMBR DSS, whereas in
case of the EC, PMBR DSS and PMBR HYD outper-
form OA for the same reason as above.

Figure 23(a) and 23(b) illustrate the AT and the
EC for NN queries as the cache size of the nodes
increases in D2, respectively. As shown in the figures,
as expected, the AT and the EC decrease drastically
as the cache size of the node increase. The reason
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Fig. 20. Effect of Number of Objects on Range Query
in D1. (a) Access time. (b) Energy consumption.
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Fig. 21. Effect of Moving Distance on NN Query in
D2. (a) Access time. (b) Energy consumption.
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Fig. 22. Effect of Moving Distance on Range Query in
D2. (a) Access time. (b) Energy consumption.
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Fig. 23. Effect of Cache Size on NN Query in D2. (a)
Access time and accuracy for the result. (b) Energy
consumption and accuracy for the result.
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Fig. 24. Effect of Cache Size on Range Query in
D2. (a) Access time and cache hit ratio. (b) Energy
consumption and cache hit ratio.

for this is that the nodes are able to answer most of
the client’s NN queries if they have adequate cache
capacity. The accuracy for the result of NN queries
also increases as the cache size of nodes increases.
Notice that the client is unable to find the nearest
object if the nodes do not have the desired object
in the cache. In this case, the client returns the near
object instead of the nearest object from its location.
Figures 24(a) and 24(b) show the AT and the EC for
range queries as the cache size of nodes increases
in D2. Clearly, the AT and the EC decrease as the
cache size of nodes increases while the cache hit ratio
increases.

Next, we evaluate the AT and the EC of the
PMBR DSS with R-tree and Hilbert-curve-based air
index. We present NN queries as representative of
spatial indexes (the result of a range query is almost
the same as the NN queries). The client which pro-
cesses NN queries tunes the ARD client’s broadcast
channel and predicts the approximate arrival time of
the desired data items using the index, i.e. PMBR,
Hilbert or R-tree. Figures 25(a) and 25(b) show the
AT as the size and the number of data items (%
of the universe) increase. As shown in the figures,
PMBR DSS outperforms R-tree and Hilbert index
and provides the optimal access time. The main rea-
son for this is that the proposed algorithm eliminates
the probe wait time. The DSS algorithm is a fully
distributed structure that allows query processing to
start quickly. Figures 26(a) and 26(b) show the EC
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Fig. 25. Effect of size and the number of data on NN
Query. (a) Access time as the size of data increases.
(b) Access time as the % of universe data increases.
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NN Query. (a) Energy consumption as the size of
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as the size and the number of data items (% of the
universe) increase. In this experiment, we compare
PMBR DSS with a Hilbert-curve-based index only
since the R-tree index performs much worse than the
Hilbert-curve-based index in wireless data broadcast
environments. As shown in the figures, PMBR DSS
outperforms the Hilbert-curve index. This happens
because PMBR DSS simultaneously reduces both the
“tuning time” by selective tuning and the “access
time” by eliminating probe wait time. In other words,
when the energy consumption is estimated, it is
necessary to consider the active time as well as the
idle time. In summary, the experiments confirm that
our approach helps reduce the average access time
and the energy consumption since the data objects
broadcast by the ARD client are sequentially ordered
based on their locations. It is not necessary for the
client to wait for an index segment, thus eliminating
probe wait time.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed energy efficient data
access algorithms for range and NN queries, specif-
ically designed for mobile P2P environments. First,
we proposed a PMBR index that provides the client
with the ability to selectively contact and tune from
other nodes. The mobile client is able to identify
whether or not the neighbor nodes have the desired
information by accessing the index. Thus, the client
immediately switches to change to another node’s
broadcast channel if the index does not contain the
desired information. Furthermore, the client is able to
predict the arrival time of the desired data items and
only needs to tune into the broadcast channel when
the requested data items arrives, by first accessing
the broadcast index. Thus, the mobile client can stay
in power save mode most of the time, and tune into
the broadcast channel only when the requested data
items arrive. PMBR is partitioned according to the
value of PCs in order to support efficient selective
tuning and obtain more accurate results. Second, we
proposed a new selective tuning algorithm, called
DSS, for the selective tuning of spatial queries. With
DSS, the client can process spatial queries without
needing index information for selective tuning.

We proved, both theoretically and empirically, that
PMBR with our selective tuning algorithm provides
accurate answers with minimal access latency and
energy consumption. The result of performance eval-
uation showed that PMBR DSS gives the best perfor-
mance when the number and the size of the data
items are small and is suitable when many users
share the same interest. PMBR HYD gives the best
performance when the number and the size of the
data items are large but few users share the same
interest.

Our solution (i.e. PMBR and DSS) yields the fol-
lowing advantages: (i) It incurs small traffic overhead
among the nodes. (ii) It facilitates energy conserva-
tion by reducing request messages and providing the
ability to perform selective tuning. (iii) It provides
fast response time since the client only sends re-
questing messages to the node with the desired data
items. (iv) It can be easily extended to other types
of queries, such as k-nearest neighbor queries and
continuous spatial queries.

In the future, we plan to study the influence
of user’s movement on location-dependent caching
strategies based on the observation that the result
of queries may change as the user or target object
changes its location. Also, we intend to extend the
proposed algorithms to other query types, such as
dynamic range query and continuous k-nearest neighbor
query in a wireless data broadcast environment.
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